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ABSTRACT
The author proposes a methodology to construct reconfigurable flexible manufacturing
systems by enabling individual components to make localized decisions influenced by opti-
mization algorithms. In order to evaluate this methodology, a simulation platform, the Net-
worked Autonomous Automation System Simulator (NAASS), was created and validated
with a physical setup, the Basic Automation and Robotics Demonstration (BARD). The
NAASS was used to evaluate the performance, system robustness and system scalability of a
variety of material transportation systems under different scheduling optimization paradigms
(SOPs). Results showed that the SOPs with inbuilt intelligence were more robust and out-
performed those that lacked local decision-making capability under both stochastic and de-
terministic conditions. Investigation into the possibility of system scaling yielded evidence
indicating that the relationship between the scaled and unscaled systems was both complex
and non-linear. Attractive avenues for future research that would yield applicable advances
to industry were also identified.
iii
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Automating manufacturing processes yields many benefits, some of which include: In-
creases in quality, reliability and flexibility as well as reductions in number of accidents,
production costs, part cycle time and waste.
These benefits come with the cost of purchasing, installing and programming said automa-
tion system. Of the three, the most time consuming and costly is typically the programming
of the automation system. Dugenske [1] estimates that the integration of the system can cost
up to four times its purchasing price. Lucas [2] states that “writing the logic to be executed
by the system” is the most expensive and time consuming portion. Jammes [3] estimates
that over a manufacturing plant’s lifetime, more than a third of the total cost incurred can
be attributed to installation and setup. It also can be inferred that to retrofit or reconfigure
an existing automation system is equally costly in terms of programming time. In an era in
which flexible manufacturing in increasingly in demand, the ability to rapidly and affordable
reprogram and reconfigure an automation system is becoming increasingly important.
In order to investigate the challenges involved in programming, reprogramming and re-
configuring an industrial automation system, the layout of the Robotics and Automation
Laboratory W325 (Figure 1.2) in the Brown building of Colorado School of Mines was con-
sidered to represent a small-scale manufacturing plant. A substantial number of Montrac
components, from which was constructed a material transportation system, were donated to
the laboratory. W325 can be divided into roughly three “zones,” each containing between
2-3 robot bays. It is assumed that different research projects occur within various zones.
The vision of the laboratory is for robots in each zone to be linked with their own Material
Transportation System (MTS) both on the ground level and storage capacity near ceiling
level to allow small-scale experiments and to facilitate research. If desired, any combination
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of zones can be joined such that the entire laboratory can be used for larger scale simulations
and experiments, e.g., for a multi-stage manufacturing process. Currently, only a small num-
ber of independent Montrac setups have been constructed (those that have been numbered
and named in Figure 1.1).
1 denotes the location of BARD, 2 denotes the Can Characterization loop and 3 the
Inspection Loop
Figure 1.1: Top Down View of the proposed MTS in W325.
1.1 Challenge
The Basic Automation and Robotics Demonstration setup (BARD), as seen in Figure 1.3,
currently consists of two carts and a number of moveable and stationary track components.
BARD and the other currently operational Montrac setups are controlled by Allen-Bradley
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC’s) which are programmed in Ladder Logic (LL). The
simple demonstration routine on BARD currently requires 23 lines of code. Extrapolating,
assuming that each zone contains three robots, a ground level track as well as a ceiling level
storage and bypass track, based on the length of BARD’s code it could projected that the
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Figure 1.2: Isometric View of the proposed MTS in W325.
code for a single zone would easily exceed 200-300 lines of LL code. This would include
safety protocols, rules governing the interactions between the ground and ceiling loop and
the user interface touch screen.
At first glance, programming or modifying 300 lines of LL code does not appear daunting
until one takes into account a number of attributes of LL programs. First, as the size and
number of lines of a LL program grow, the readability, scalability and maintainability of said
code decreases exponentially. It is due to this fact that in industry the standard practice
of LL programmers is to rewrite code from scratch rather than attempt to read, correct
or modify the existing code. Secondly, while each line of LL code can call an essentially
unlimited number of inputs, it can only control, or effect a change in, one output. One could
use the analogy of links or rings in a suite of chain mail, where the suit as a whole is the
LL program and each link is a line of LL code. In order to change the size of one link (line
of LL code) and the suite maintain functionality, each of the surrounding links may also
require modification. The modifications rapidly grow in complexity and have the potential
3
Figure 1.3: Rendering of BARD.
of becoming a perpetuating cycle.
Consider a small automation system requiring around 3000 lines of LL code, a project
studied by Lucas et al [2] required up to 100,000 lines, as an example. A LL programmer
with 30+ years of experience can average one line of LL code every 5 minutes. According
to a recent survey done by the ASCE1[4], the base income of an average engineer is around
USD $96,000. If we assume 1928 working hours per year, we obtain an average salary of
$50 per hour. To code 3000 lines would require 250 hours, costing USD $12,500. For the
project that required 100,000 lines of code, the programming alone required 3 months. It
should be noted that the estimated 250 hours would only cover the writing of the program,
any debugging, verification and validification of the program and installation of necessary
hardware would consume additional resources. The planed MTS for W325 with its estimated
900 lines of code would take at least 75 hours to program. Recalling that the aim of the
design is to facilitate the rapid reconfiguration of said MTS for numerous research projects,
the situation rapidly becomes infeasible in terms of scheduling for research purposes.
1American Society of Civil Engineers
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Since 1994, various attempts have been made to automate the programming of manu-
facturing systems (mainly PLC’s). Due to the fact that the majority of PLC’s in industry
run on LL code, attempts at automated program creation have largely been focused in that
direction (LL). All of the methods researched require either state diagrams [5], component-
based models [6], high-level system models [7] or Petri Nets [8–10]. All of the above methods
require the user to have varying degrees of specialized training. More importantly, all of
these methods do nothing to address the ability to reconfigure or reprogram the system in
an affordable and timely fashion.
1.2 New Paradigm
It is clear that in order to facilitate a rapidly reconfigurable or dynamically self optimizing
system, such as demanded by the needs of the day, the PLC’s rigid hierarchical structure may
not be the most efficient option. Consider instead the concept of a swarm of Autonomous
Automation Systems (AAS). Each moveable component in a Montrac loop (switch track, lifts,
transfer gates, work stations, etc) is defined as a complete and self-sufficient AAS. Each AAS
would include its own decision making capability, and, based on limited input, would make
locally optimal decisions within its sphere of influence, creating an overall robust dynamically
optimizing system with low individual complexity. Because each AAS component is capable
of operating independently of the others, while a system is running, it will be possible to
add or remove segments of the system and have the system readjust in real time, effectively
giving the system a plug-and-play capability.
1.3 Design Statement
The focus of this research is to evaluate the design statement that:
Networking and local decision making aspects of AAS can be applied to industrial
automation to create robust scalable dynamically self optimizing systems.
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1.4 Problem Definition
The challenge is to:
• Create algorithms to be used by the various classes of AAS that are applicable to





– Linear transfer gates;
• Design a method for simulating MTS layouts to which the algorithms can be applied.
• Design a graphical user interface to allow a minimally trained user to input the overall
floor plan and define how each machine is interconnected with the others;
• Define the communication protocols by which each AAS communicates with the others;
• Determine the method by which the system collectively and the AAS components
individually determine which decision is optimal; and
• Create additional functionality for the GUI by allowing the statistics of the system to
be displayed in real time.
1.5 Future Chapter Layout
In Chapter 2, we review the relevant literature introducing the foundations of ladder
logic and its related protocols as well as supporting literature on which the rest of this thesis
is based. In Chapter 3, the AAS algorithms is discussed as well as the simulator that was
created and verified. Chapter 4 focuses on the results obtained from the simulator, comparing
the performance of the AAS algorithms under various conditions and tests for robustness,
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optimality and system scalability. Finally, Chapter 5 details the conclusions drawn from the




2.1 Automated Manufacturing Systems & Autonomous Automation Systems
For the purpose of the following research, Automated Manufacturing Systems (AMS)
can be deconstructed into two sub-systems: the workstations (WS) and the Material Trans-
portation System (MTS). Workstations are defined as any location where work is done on
the items being manufactured and/or processed, and are treated as black-box systems. They
may include inspection, modification and assembly. The MTS is defined as all the compo-
nents that facilitate the movement of workpieces between workstations. The paradigm that
will be applied to the MTS in this paper is hardware-independent, as the concepts intro-
duced can be applied, within reason, to any form of MTS such as a conveyer belt system, a
mono or multi rail system, automated motorized vehicles or multi-rotor vehicles. An MTS
can be further deconstructed into a number of constituent parts. However, for validation
and illustration purposes, a monorail transportation system will be used as an example.
Some of the components that can be combined to form an MTS are shown in Fig-
ure 2.1. Of these MTS components, the straight track (Figure 2.1(b)) and the curve track
(Figure 2.1(c)) are static and, hence, are considered latent components of the MTS. The
remaining components, aside from the cart (Figure 2.1(a)), are able to effect a state change
in an MTS and, hence, each of them is considered a different type of AAS. Based on the
flow order stored in the cart, data from the relevant WS’s (process time, queue length,
busy/available) and information from other AAS’s, each AAS is able to make decisions on
how it directs the flow of carts/workpieces throughout the system.
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(a) Montrac Cart. (b) Straight Track. (c) Curve Track.
(d) Crossroad Track. (e) Linear Transfer Gate. (f) Lift Track.
(g) Switch Track
Figure 2.1: Montrac Components.
2.2 Trends in Automation
The advantages of factory automation for production and manufacturing purposes are
well documented. According to a study done by Meredith [11] in 1987, automating a factory
could result in a reduction of the number of machine tools by up to 87%, labor could be
reduced by 20-90%, total process time by 75-97%, lead time by 25%, system profitability
could be increased three-fold and operating time by the same amount. Other benefits of
automation include significant improvement in quality, more accurate delivery dates and
more reliable process etc.
The challenges and costs involved in automating a factory or constructing an automated
factory from the ground up are also equally well documented. According to Meredith,
automating a factory would take a minimum of 12-18 months, assuming that the imple-
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mentation was carried out by experienced professionals. In 2000, Dugenske [1] stated that
the design and implementation of a new factory floor could require up to two years which,
in some cases, was far longer than the product technology life cycles of the products. He
also estimated that “the integration cost of a typical factory information system is up to
four times the cost of purchasing the system in the first place.” Of the cost of automating
a factory or designing and constructing a new automated factory, Lucas [2] states that the
most expensive and time consuming section is writing the controlling code. In 2005, Jammes
[3] found that over a manufacturing plant’s lifetime, one third of the total cost incurred was
spent on installation and setup. Jammes also stated that another substantial portion of
the operating costs was due to maintenance downtime, and that if a factory needed to be
adapted to new products by either changing its process flow and/or replacing obsolete or
noncompetitive equipment, the downtime and installation costs would rise dramatically.
CAD stands for Computer Aided Design
Figure 2.2: Figure showing the change in lead times of products [12].
Koren[12] documented that the majority of manufacturing industries used Dedicated
Manufacturing Lines (DML) to produce their products. DMLs are composed of inexpensive
fixed automation and used to produce the company’s core products. Typically, each DML
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is designed to produce a single component rapidly and at volume. When run at full, or close
to full, capacity the resulting cost per part is low. This approach is best suited to the type
of market demand shown in the top half of Figure 2.2. However, according to Koren [12],
there already was a growing need for a manufacturing system that was more reconfigurable
and flexible due to:
• Increasing frequency of new products,
• Changes in parts for existing products,
• Large fluctuations in product demand and mix,
• Changes in government regulations and,
• Changes in process technology.
This shows a need for the timescale of products to be more like the bottom half of Fig-
ure 2.2. Companies needed to be able to react to changes rapidly and in a cost effective
manner. A new type of manufacturing line was introduced called Flexible Manufacturing
Systems (FMS). FMS were designed to produce a variety of products, allowing for the vari-
ation of volume and mix. FMS generally consisted of expensive general purpose Computer
Numerically Controlled (CNC) machines and other programmable automation. It should
be noted that the throughput of an FML is much lower than a DML. There also seemed
to be a low level of acceptance and satisfaction with FMS. This dissatisfaction arose due
to the high cost as well as the often excess and unused capital which was due to the CNC
machines being designed for general purposes. Koren [12] proposed a new class of systems
he termed Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS) [12, 13] that should combine the
high throughput of DML with the flexibility of FMS. This would be achieved by designing
the system and machines for adjustable structure to enable system scalability. An example
is shown in Figure 2.3. The structure should be adjustable at a system level by adding or
swapping out machines, as well as at the machine level by changing the machine hardware
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and control software. The cost of RMS could also be lowered by designing it around a family
of parts, as opposed to one single part. The term RMS has since become a standardized
term and was included in the 2014 edition of the CIRP Encyclopedia of Production En-
gineering [14]. According to Gebhardt [14] an ideal RMS should possess the following six
characteristics: modularity, integrability, customized flexibility, scalability convertibility and
diagnosability.
In 2001, Silvera [15] published a paper regarding the concept of mass customization,
stating that there was a growing desire for companies to be able to provide customized
products or services through flexible services in potentially high volumes at reasonably low
costs to meet the specific needs of individual customers. In 2006, Shen [16] echoed Koren
and Silvera’s conclusions when he stated that rapidly changing customer requirements were
forcing a change in production styles. Traditional centralized and sequential manufacturing
process planning, scheduling and control mechanisms were insufficiently flexible to respond
to the high-mix, low-volume environment. Traditional approaches limited expandability and
reconfigurability and the hierarchical organizational structure used was also susceptible to
cascading failure modes caused by single point failures.
Figure 2.3: Example of a Reconfigurable Manufacturing System [14].
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(a) Factors Driving the Dynamic Adaption of Man-
ufacturing Structures.
(b) Diverging Life Cycles of the Constituent Ele-
ments of a Factory.
(c) Evolution of Factories.
Figure 2.4: Figures from Wiendahl [17].
Wiendahl [17] echoed these same conclusions in 2007 in a comprehensive paper that at-
tempted to classify changeable manufacturing, which includes FMS and RMS. He classified
the internal and external factors driving the dynamic adaption of industrial production in
Figure 2.4(a). Wiendahl states that “there is increasing evidence that the era of mass pro-
duction is being replaced by an era of market niches,” and that “the key to creating products
that can meet the demands of a diversified customer base is a short development cycle yield-
ing low cost, high quality goods in sufficient quantity to meet demands.” Wiendahl also
noted changes in the life cycles of the constituent elements of a factory in Figure 2.4(b)
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Machine Various operations performed without set-up change.
Material Handling Number of used paths per total number of possible paths
between all machines.
Operation Number of different processing plans available for part
fabrication.
Process Set of part types that can be produced without major set-up
changes, i.e., part-mix flexibility.
Product Ease (time and cost) of introducing products into an existing
product mix.
Routing Number of feasible routes of all part types or Number of part
types.
Volume The ability to vary production volume profitably within
production capacity.
Expansion Ease (effort and cost) of augmenting capacity and/or capability,
when needed, through physical changes to the system.
Control Program The ability of a system to run virtually uninterrupted (e.g.,
during the second and third shifts) due to the availability of
intelligent machines and system control software.
Production Number of all part types that can be produced without adding
major capital equipment.
which agrees with observations made earlier by Koren in Figure 2.2. To adapt to the grow-
ing demands of increasingly customized products, the rapid introduction of new products
and/or the modification or updating of existing products. Wiendahl documented what he
described as “the evolution of factories” in Figure 2.4(c). This evolution started with the
functional factory that had highly flexible resources and was adaptable to product and vol-
ume changes but had long delivery times and high inventories. Next, segmented factories
provided buffers for semi-finished goods, and assembly areas and were organized into cells
fractals or segments. More recently is the emergence of production networks. Wiendahl
goes on to classify changeability and 10 types of manufacturing flexibility, which are listed
in Table 2.1. Of the types listed in Table 2.1, this thesis will focus on material handling
flexibility and routing flexibility. As stated above there is a growing demand for a rapidly
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reconfigurable and reprogrammable manufacturing system or layout.
2.3 Introduction and Progress in Ladder Logic
Automation and material transportation systems typically run on industrial standard
voltages (i.e, 24, 48 or 120 VDC) and communicate mainly via binary signals. For example,
a proximity sensor may send a 24V signal to indicate that it has detected the presence of a
workpiece, and 0V otherwise. A series of 24V signals may be required to operate a linear
transfer gate. One signal to unlock the track from its current connection points, another
to signal the actuator to move to the new position and a third to lock the track into its
new location. An industrial scale MTS may have hundreds, if not thousands, of Inputs
and Outputs (IOs) which are typically controlled by PLCs. PLCs replaced the hardwired
electromechanical relays and switch setups in the late 1960’s[18, 19]. A PLC is typically
composed of a number of components, which include a processor, power supply module,
input/output modules and optional communication modules. PLCs typically operate on
a hierarchical system (Figure 2.10) often with one processor unit (with multiple backups)
acting as the master controller, linked to various slave processors. Each sub-processor is
connected to banks of IO modules, or modules which allow them to communicate or control
third party hardware. These communications follow various industrial standards, including
PROFIBUS, PROFINET, Industrial Ethernet, and Device Net.
In 1993, the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) published the international
standard IEC 61131 for PLC. The standard covers equipment requirements, programming
languages, communication protocols, functional safety, etc. IEC 61131-3 specifically lists the
industrial standards for programming languages for PLCs. There are five internationally
recognized programming languages for PLCs, which are:
• Instruction Lists
• Structured Text
• Ladder Diagrams or Ladder Logic
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• Function Block Diagrams
• Sequential Function Chart
Of the above mentioned programming languages, according to Lucas [2], Manesis [5] and
Han [20], the most popular method of creating control logic for industrial production lines
is ladder diagrams. Hence, for the remainder of this thesis, the focus will be on LL code.
2.3.1 Ladder Logic
Ladder logic is very similar to electrical ladder diagrams and can be thought of as a
rule-based system. An example of a PLC controlled garage door is shown in Figure 2.5 and
a simple solution is shown in Figure 2.6. The garage door problem is a common homework
problem when learning to code in LL.
Examining Figure 2.5, one can see that the system has 5 inputs and 5 outputs which are
listed in Table 2.2. The first challenge is to write a code that achieves the following results:
• The open and close push buttons are to control the movement of the door. Movement
must not be maintained when either switch is released, and therefore the stop switch
is neither required nor used in this exercise. However, all other available inputs and
outputs are employed in this exercise.
• Pressing the open switch should cause the door to move upwards (open) if not already
fully open. The opening operation should continue as long as the switch is held down.
If the switch is released, or if limit switch LS1 opens, the door movement should halt
immediately.
• Pressing the close switch should cause the door to move down (close) if not already
fully closed. The closing operation should continue as long as the switch is held down.
If the switch is released, or if limit switch LS2 closes, the door movement should halt
immediately.
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• If the door is already fully opened, pressing the open switch should not energize the
motor.
• If the door is already fully closed, pressing the close switch should not energize the
motor.
• Under no circumstance should both motor windings be energized at the same time.
• The open lamp should be illuminated if the door is in the fully open position.
• The shut lamp should be illuminated if the door is in the fully closed position.
Before proceeding, there are a number of characteristics that should be noted about LL
code. First, the code is executed from top to bottom and from left to right line by line and
is usually executed multiple times a second. Second, a single input source can be referenced
multiple times in a single LL program but each output (i.e., the door open light in Figure 2.5
listed in Table 2.2) may only be called once in the entire program. Third, each line of LL
code may only contain one output command. Finally, the output of any single line of code
will only be energized if all of the proceeding conditions on that line are true.
Examining the code which satisfies the above list of requirements as shown in Figure 2.6,
its structure is similar to electrical ladder diagrams, the basic structure of a LL code is a
ladder-like structure between two vertical rails. Each line of LL code can be divided into two
sections, the input section and the output section (the symbol at the far right of each line
of code). The two symbols in the input section of line 2 of the code shown in Figure 2.6 are
the “true if open” and the “true if closed” symbols, respectively. When the PLC attempts
to execute this line of code, it will check if the door closed limit switch (which will return
0V if it is open) is returning 0 Volts. If the above is true, the program will check if the door
open limit switch (which will return 24VDC if it is pressed) is returning 24 Volts or a “true”
signal. If both are true it will then energize the door ajar light. It should be noted that a
full description of all available symbols in LL coding is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 2.5: Garage Door Setup [21].
Taking into account the number of requirements of the program, the resulting code is
relatively easy to understand and contains a total of 17 relations as shown in Figure 2.7. If
the list of requirements of the program is expanded to:
• Door movement should halt immediately when the stop switch is initially pressed, and
should remain halted if the switch is released.
• Pressing the open switch should cause the door to open if not already fully open. The
opening operation should continue to completion even if the switch is released.
• Pressing the close switch should cause the door to close if not already fully shut. The
closing operation should continue to completion even if the switch is released.
• If the door is already fully opened, pressing the open switch should not energize the
motor.
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Figure 2.6: Garage Door Problem Solution 1.
• If the door is already fully closed, pressing the close switch should not energize the
motor.
• Under no circumstance should both motor windings be energized at the same time.
• The ajar lamp should be illuminated if the door is not in either the fully closed or fully
opened position.
• The open lamp should be illuminated if the door is in the fully open position.
• The shut lamp should be illuminated if the door is in the fully closed position.
The code may change into something similar to Figure 2.8 which then contains 33 re-
lations, as can be seen in Figure 2.9. For a small change in specifications, the complexity
of the resulting code increases dramatically and, aside from the lines that control the sta-
tus indicator light, the remaining code had to be extensively modified. This agrees with
the observations mentioned in chapter 1 by Lucas and Dugenske. Taking this information
into account with the conclusion reached in 2.2, it is clear that manual reprogramming or
modification of LL code will not satisfy the need for rapid reconfigurability.
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Figure 2.7: Solution 1 Relation Diagram.
2.3.2 Attempts at Automated Code Generation
In response to the need to shorten programming time, various attempts have been made
to automate parts or all of the coding process. In 1994, Jafari [24] proposed a method to
transform an Integrated Computer-aided Manufacturing Definition 0 (IDEF0) specification
into an intermediate Petri net based controller program and then proceed to further trans-
form it into a LL program that could be run on a PLC. This method required a fully specified
IDEF0 model to be practical. In 1996, Uzam [8] proposed a method to convert a Petri net
with token passing logic into a ladder logic program. In 1998, Uzam [25] introduced a new
type of Petri nets called Automation Petri Nets (APN) as a design tool to produce high-
and low- level Discrete Event Control Systems (DECS) which would then be converted to
TPL and then into ladder logic. It should be noted that when TPL is used to generate LL
code, it defeats the primary debugging methods that are used in industry [2].
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Table 2.2: Garage Door Problem I/O list.
Inputs Address Type
Door open Detector I:1/03 Limit Switch
Door Closed Detector I:1/04 Limit Switch
Door Open Button I:1/00 Button
Door Close Button I:1/01 Button
Stop Button I:1/02 Button
Outputs Address Type
Motor Up O:2/00 Motor
Motor Down O:2/01 Motor
Door Ajar Light O:2/02 Light
Door Opened Light O:2/03 Light
Door Closed Light O:2/04 Light
In 2000, Frey [26] introduced yet another type of Petri nets called Signal Interpreted Petri
Nets (SIPN) that could then be converted into corresponding LL code segments. In 2003,
Younis [27] described a method of formalizing existing LL code for ease of modification and
verification but encountered problems obtaining sufficient project information from various
PLC programming tools from a number of vendors. In 2012, Zhang [28] proposed a method
of translating between instruction lists and ladder diagrams; however, this would require one
to have a preexisting instruction list program. Despite the above mentioned attempts to
decrease the time needed to create a LL program or to automate the process, none of the
above proposed methodologies have been implemented on an industrial scale. The literature
shows that there has been no significant progress made in the area of automated generation
of LL code in the last decade.
In industry, Lucas [2] states that there is there is a growing desire for “machines that can
be run without error by users with no training; machines with sophisticated, correct diagnosis
of problems; machines that are thoroughly safe; machines capable of advanced part tracking;
and machines which can interface to enterprise level data acquisition systems.” He also
stated that as of 2003, the machines commonly used required some training and up to 50%
downtime with additional time required for advanced diagnostics and further time required
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Figure 2.8: Garage Door Problem Solution 2.
for advanced part tracking to be implemented.
2.4 Distributed Control Systems
In response to the growing need for manufacturing systems that are capable of respond-
ing rapidly to dynamic changes and fulfill customer needs in an increasingly dynamic and
turbulent world market, research began on a number of concepts and their applications to
the automated manufacturing industry. These included agent-based manufacturing systems,
holonic manufacturing systems and fractal manufacturing systems. The traditional method
of programing logic for a manufacturing system is sequential, where the process planning is
completed prior to production scheduling, as can be seen in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.9: Solution 2 Relation Diagram.
2.4.1 Agent-based manufacturing
The inspiration for agent or multi-agent based manufacturing derived from the area
of distributed artificial intelligence. There are a number of definitions of what the agent
concept should be [31–34]. However, according to Leitao [29] a suitable definition would
be “An autonomous component that represents physical or logical objects in the system,
capable to act in order to achieve its goals, and being able to interact with other agents,
when it does not possess knowledge and skills to reach alone its objectives.” Leitao states
that the most important properties of an agent are autonomy, intelligence, adaption and
co-operation, which is similar to the list that Lim [30] described in Table 2.3. In short, a
Table 2.3: Properties of Autonomous Agents according to Lim [30].
Property Description
Autonomy Agents encapsulate some states of their environment, and make
decisions about what to do based on these states
Reactivity Agents are able to perceive their environment and respond to
the changes that occur in it
Pro-activeness Agents are able to exhibit goal-directed behavior by taking the
initiative
Social Ability Agents interact with other agents via an agent communication
language, and have the ability to engage in social activities in
order to achieve their collective goals
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multi-agent system is “a set of agents that represents the objects of a system, capable of
interacting, in order to achieve its individual goals, when they have not enough knowledge
and/or skills to achieve individually their objectives. Agents organize themselves into a
heterarchical structure characterized by the high-level of autonomy and co-operation, being
the client–server structure with fixed relations no more applied [35].” The heterarchical
organizational structure allows for high resistance to disturbance and ease of expansion. An
example of this structure can be seen in Figure 2.12.
2.4.2 Holonic Manufacturing
The idea that manufacturing systems would continue to need a hierarchical structure
aside from the increased autonomy assigned to the individual entities (AAS) came from
a number of authors, namely Warneke [36], Okino [37] and Brussels [38]. The idea was
to guarantee resolution of inter-entity conflict and maintain overall system coherence. A
consortium on Holonic Manufacturing Systems (HSM) developed a list of definitions to help
understand and guide the translation of holonic concepts into a manufacturing setting [39]:
• Holon: An autonomous and cooperative building block of a manufacturing system for
transforming, transporting, storing and/or validating information and physical objects.
The holon consists of an information processing part and often a physical processing
part. A holon can be part of another holon.
• Autonomy: The capability of an entity to create and control the execution of its own
plans and/or strategies.
• Cooperation: A process whereby a set of entities develops mutually acceptable plans
and executes those plans.
• Holarchy: A system of holons that can cooperate to achieve a goal or objective. The
holarchy defines the basic rules for the cooperation of the holons and thereby limits
their autonomy.
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• Holonic manufacturing system: a holarchy that integrates the entire range of manu-
facturing activities from order booking through design, production, and marketing to
realize the agile manufacturing enterprise.
2.4.3 Results and conclusions
Despite multiple authors demonstrating numerous advantages of distributed systems over
traditional systems, the acceptance of these systems has been uniformally low. In 2002, Shen
[40] stated that although agent-based approaches allow for the possible simultaneous opti-
mization of process planning and manufacturing scheduling, they also significantly increase
the problem complexity. Shen also stated that benchmarks were lacking, firstly to compare
various agent based systems and secondly to compare these systems with traditional ap-
proaches. In 2006, Monstori [41] echoed some of the conclusions reached by Shen [16] when
he states that although the agent-based approach allowed for open ended design and imple-
mentation of complex systems, it did not reduce the effort required to solve the problem.
He also states that the scalability safety and software quality were serious bottlenecks in the
advancement of agent-based approaches. The main barriers to the industrial acceptance and
implementation of agent-based systems included “the risk of consistent global operation, the
appearance of inevitable conflicts between self-interested entities, and the extra burden of
communication” as well as the difficulties “in the stepwise integration with existing legacy
systems” [16].
Regarding holonic systems, in 2006, Babiceanu [42] states that there was a need for
proven design methodologies that would be capable of providing consistency and reliability
in holonic systems as well as clear demonstration of improved performance for traditional
control systems. Regarding the implementation of holonic control systems, he stated there
was also a need for adaption for use with available and existing computing systems as well
as standardization of data exchange, internal algorithms and architectures of holonic control
systems.
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In 2009, Trentesaux [43] listed five major issues that “prevent the concept of distributed
control from being sufficiently mature to be accepted by industry, even though the ex-
pected advantages from increased agility are the ones they want for their systems.” Many of
Trentesaux’s concerns were shared by Leitao [29]. The first was guaranteeing near-optimal
or satisfactory performances in the ares of efficiency, effectiveness (or an acceptable com-
promise between the two), safety, fault-tolerance and dead lock avoidance. Assuming that
performance was not in question, another barrier is the engineering of a distributed control
system given the specifications of an end user, i.e, design methodology. In addition, there is
a challenge of interoperability and deployment of a distributed control system with existing
organizational and information systems. Next is the issue of scalability. Both Leitao and
Trentesaux note that most research developments stop at the prototype phase, with no large-
scale real-world implementations, leading to a lack of evidence to prove the real agility of a
distributed control system. Finally, there is the issue of human factors, manager trust and
investment returns. Compared to centralized or hierarchical control systems which are well
understood, the complexity of the interactions that take place within a distributed control
system is challenging for many to understand, support and manage. This is true especially
when possible behaviors cannot be easily extrapolated for the system and the time needed
for a return on investment is uncertain.
In 2011, Phanden [44] published a review on the integration of process planning and
scheduling that again reiterated many of the issues raised by Leitao, Trentesaux, Babiceanu,
Shen and Monostori including system complexity, interoperability with existing systems and
the lack of testing on large-scale real-world implementations.
To conclude, despite over two decades of research in the area of distributed control
systems (agent based, multi-agent, holonic, etc) there has been little application or adoption
in the manufacturing industry as a whole. Hence, while the issues and concerns noted above
are being investigated and researched, there is need for a system or paradigm to aid the
eventual transition and bridging of the hierarchical and heterarchical worlds.
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2.5 Semiconductor Manufacturing
Semiconductor manufacturing is a highly complex and complicated process, involving
“multiple types of work centers, large and changing varieties of products, sequence dependent
setup time, re-entrant process flow, etc.”[45, 46] Some of the challenges faced by this sector
include, a lack of integration between manufacturing strategies and operational activities,
maintaining a consistent production flow and accounting for stochasticity in the manufactur-
ing process [46–48]. There have been attempts to apply agent based control paradigms with
limited success [45], however the most common approaches are based on rule of thumb or
selecting from a library of empirical or heuristic rules [46, 49]. Based on a reivew of the liter-
ature, there is a desire for a scalable paradigm that offers dynamic optimization capabilities
as well as robustness in the face of stochastic system behavior.
2.6 Summary and Conclusion
Ladder Logic is the PLC equivalent of assembly language. It is slow, hierarchical and
limited and cannot meet the demands that are increasingly being placed upon it mainly
due to its hierarchical structure. Many alternative architectures would be more appropriate.
However, from the literature, the manufacturing industry as a whole has been slow to embrace
change and accept new or alternative methods. With the cost of a total upgrade and the
substantial cost of the downtime, it is unlikely that many of the new systems will be widely
adopted. What is needed is a paradigm that will provide and/or emulate the benefits of a
non-hierarchical structure while at the same time remaining backwards-compatible with a
hierarchical programming structure as well as suitable for use with current hardware. This
is the niche for which the AAS paradigm is designed.
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(a) Example 1. Image Courtesy of www.fujielectric.co.jp. [22]
(b) Example 2. Image Courtesy of www.cnx.org.[23]
Figure 2.10: PLC Hierarchy Examples.
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Figure 2.11: Traditional Approaches to Manufacturing Control Systems[29].
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This chapter will introduce the theory behind the new proposed paradigm, as well as a
simulation platform which the new paradigm can be applied upon and compared with other
paradigms.
3.2 The Greedy Autonomous Automation System
As stated in Chapter 2, there is a need for a method of emulating the effects and be-
havior of a non-hierarchical system while remaining simple enough to be implemented on
current hardware. The GAAS paradigm intends to provide a forward looking approach,
yet remaining backwards compatible by creating, for each decision making component, a
compact program that can run independent of all other processes. Each of these programs
would only require access to a limited amount of input and have control over a small number
of outputs. Initially, each Autonomous Automation System (AAS) uses a one step greedy
algorithm that attempts to move a cart along the path of least delay (shortest queue).
3.3 Networked Autonomous Automation System Simulator Overview
In order to have a platform upon which to apply and test the new GAAS paradigm,
a simulation program was created called the Networked Autonomous Automation System
Simulator (NAASS). The NAASS serves a number of functions, which include:
• The ability to create a virtual environment to allow the modeling of MTS’s of any
configuration, composition and size, eliminating the various resources required to phys-
ically create or build them.
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• To allow the comparison and benchmarking of various Schedule Optimization Paradigms
(SOP) when applied to an MTS.
• To allow the characterization of the behavior and performance for SOPs when different
MTS layouts and setup parameters are applied.
• To allow the programmatic introduction of MTS system perturbations to observe the
resiliency of various SOPs.
• To enable the modeling of the stochastic process in the MTS and observe their effects
on the performance of various SOPs.
In short, using the NAASS, a user (MTS designer/tester) should be able to input any
desired layout into the program, regardless of number of components. The user should also
be able to specify details and operating parameters of said components (travel time between
components, operation time of work stations etc), as well as the operating parameters of the
system as a whole (frequency of material entering the system, total number of units to be
processed, scheduling paradigm used by the system etc). After executing a simulation trial,
the user should then be able to run statistical analysis on the results and reach conclusions
about either the MTS layout as a whole or the effectiveness of the scheduling paradigm used.
3.3.1 Simulating Material Transportation Systems
In any MTS, regardless of the method employed to transport items from one location
to another (monorail, conveyer belt, pick and place robots, wheeled vehicles, flying vehicles
etc.), when viewing the MTS from a system standpoint, they all share a number of common
components which are listed in Table 3.1. These are the components that are available to
the user of NAASS to construct a layout. The NAASS was written to simulate a “mono-
material” system in which for each transportation unit (cart, pallet, tray, etc.,) that enters
the system, one will leave the system. It is also assumed that each unit does not require
resources from another unit to create a finished product. The simulation was written with
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the assumption that for each MTS layout, material traveling from one component to another
must follow predefined paths which have both a fixed travel time and capacity. Finally, the
simulation executes in discrete time steps and can only simulate a discretized manufacturing
system.
Table 3.1: MTS Component List.
Description NAASS Component name
Where material enters the MTS Source Node
Where material exits the MTS Sink Node
Where work is performed on said material Work Station
Where material can diverge or merge to/from multiple paths Switch Track Joiner/Splitter
Path from one component to another Arc
3.3.2 Addressing Stochastic Nature of Real Life Manufacturing
Figure 3.1: NAASS Gaussian Distribution.
It is easy when constructing a scheduling system, program or paradigm to assume that
all manufacturing processes are deterministic; however, anyone who has had experience with
manufacturing process will confirm that manufacturing processes are generally stochastic in
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nature. To allow more accurate modeling of actual systems, it would be advantageous to
enable to modeling of said stochastic effects. This nature is represented in the simulation by
a Gaussian probability distribution as shown in (Figure 3.1). Where x is the mean value, y
is 3σ, and x− z controls the minimum value that can be taken. If for example, x = 5, y = 3,
z = 2. 84% of all processing times will fall between 3 and 8 time steps.
3.3.3 Coding the Simulation
The simulation was written in a mathematical programming language called Mathemat-
ica (version 9.0.0.0). It should be noted that this simulation is not written for optimal
computation on a single computer. Rather, it is structured such that if the code for each
AAS was taken and translated into the appropriate micro-controller language it would be
able to be executed immediately.
3.4 NAASS Data Storage Structures
Figure 3.2: Cart Record Screen Shot.
The simulation contains one main data matrix, the Cart Record Matrix (Figure 3.2).
This matrix records the identifier of each cart, a sequential list of locations the cart has
passed through and the time that the cart arrived and left each of the locations. In this
simulation, this matrix replaces some of the work that each individual component would
perform, acts as the on-board memory of each cart, as well as enables the whole simulation
to achieve continuity. When a cart reaches a node, the name of the node and the time stamp
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is entered into the matrix. The same process occurs when the cart leaves a node. Consider
the first row of Figure 3.2 as an example.
The first column is the unique individual cart identification number, which in this case
is 1. The next two columns are related, the “Location” column contains a list of all the
locations the cart has visited (arrived and or left) and the “TimeStamp” column lists the
system time steps when the event occurred. The last letter in each entry of the “Location”
column denotes either arrival at a location (A) or the departure from a location (L). The
second to last character in each entry in the “Location” column denotes the name of the
component within its respective family of components. The remaining characters in each
entry of the “Location” column denote the component name and subtype. For example, “S”
denotes the source node, and as there is only one type and indeed one source node in the
whole system “S L” denotes that the cart left the source node. Similarly, “SW S A L”, “SW”
denotes that the component is a switch track, the next “S” means that it is a splitting switch
track, the following character “A” denotes the switch track’s name and the last character
indicates that the cart left said switch track at the corresponding time stamp. Finally, if we
apply this to the first line of Figure 3.2, cart 1 left the source at time step (ts) = 2, arrived
at switch track splitter A at ts = 3, left at ts = 5, arrived at work station B at ts = 7, left
at ts = 12, arrived at switch track joiner B at ts = 15, left at ts = 17, arrived at the source
node at ts = 18 and completed processing at ts = 19.
3.5 AASS Graphic User Interface
This section will show an example of coding a layout and exporting the results. Take
the layout of BARD (Figure 1.3) which can be simplified into the system view shown in
Figure 3.3. It can be seen that this particular layout will contain one source, one sink,
one switch track splitter, one switch track joiner and two work stations, giving a total of 6
components.
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Figure 3.3: BARD System Diagram.
3.5.1 Component Configuration
Figure 3.4(a) shows the first screen of the NAASS. This screen allows the user to deter-
mine the total number of components as well as their individual numbers.
3.5.2 Component Layout
The next screen, shown in Figure 3.4(b), allows the user to set which component is
connected to which other component using drop-down menus. It should be noted that
the program will automatically name each component as well as determine the number of
connections each type of component should have and configure the options accordingly.
3.5.3 Confirmation of Relations and Layout
The screen shown in Figure 3.4(c) allows the user to visualize the layout that has been
entered, as well as the direction in which material will be flowing through the layout. At any
stage, the user can freely and easily go back and make any changes to any of the previous
screens if desired.
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(a) NAASS Component Configuration Screen. (b) NAASS Component Layout Screen.
(c) NAASS Confirmation of Relations and Layout
Screen.
(d) NAASS Pass Time and Capacity Definition
Screen.
Figure 3.4: NAASS Screen Shots Part I.
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3.5.4 Pass Time and Capacity Definition
The screen shown in Figure 3.4(d) allows the user to define the amount of time it will
take material to move from one component to another, as well as the maximum number of
units that can be simultaneously on one path.
3.5.5 Simulation Configuration
(a) NAASS Simulation Configuration Screen. (b) NAASS Raw Data Output Screen.
Figure 3.5: NAASS Screen Shots Part II.
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The screen shown in Figure 3.5(a) allows the user to set the operational parameters of the
simulation, including the total number of units through the system, the maximum number
of units that can be in the system at one time, the generation mode of the source node, the
scheduling paradigm used for the switch tracks, the processing times of the work stations
and the sink node. Subsection 3.6 will give a more detailed explanation as to the workings
of each component.
3.5.6 Raw Data Output
The raw data output screen (Figure 3.5(b)) allows the user to view the progress of the
simulation and determine when the simulation is complete. After completion the user can
choose to export the simulation results into any desired format and location.
3.6 NAASS Components
The following sections will give a detailed explanation as to the function of the compo-
nents listed in Table 3.1, as well as a few additional segments of code.
3.6.1 Source Node
Figure 3.6(a) shows the flow diagram of the source node, where material is introduced
into the system in a predetermined manner. It should be noted that the time between cart
generation is calculated according to a user set mode, of which there are two. The first
mode is deterministic, where the source node will generate a cart every x time steps. The
second mode introduces a stochastic element into the generation procedure so the user can
specify that a cart should be generated every x+y time steps. In this case, the shortest time
between cart generation would be x time steps and the longest (checks permitting) would be
x+ y time steps. This variation is achieved using a uniform probability distribution, where
x and y are integer time steps.
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(a) Source Node Flow Diagram. (b) Sink Node Flow Di-
agram.
Figure 3.6: Source and Sink Node Flow Diagrams.
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3.6.2 Sink Node
The sink node is the final node in any MTS layout in the NAASS and has only one
user changeable parameter, which is process time. This node enables the final confirmation
that a cart has completed being processed. The sink node will accept carts individually
according to arrival order, update the cart record matrix where relevant as well as increment
the number of carts finished. The logic sequence of the sink node is shown in Figure 3.6(b).
3.6.3 Switch Track Splitter Node
The switch track splitter node can be thought of as containing two parts, the operation
function and the finishing function which operate in series. It is assumed that the time it
takes for a cart to pass a switch track node is constant and defined by the user.
3.6.3.1 Switch Track Splitter Operation Function
Figure 3.7 shows the execution sequence of the operation function for the switch track
splitter node. The main function of this section is to determine if a cart should be allowed
to enter the node (clear path to next node and no cart being processed) and the actual
processing of a cart. It should be noted once again that the pass time for the switch track
is defined by the user as shown in Figure 3.5(a).
3.6.3.2 Switch Track Splitter Finishing Function
Figure 3.8 shows the process and execution order of the finishing function for the switch
track splitter node. The purpose of the finishing function is to determine where to direct
the cart that was processed by the operation function. As can be seen in the flow diagram,
there are four possible scheduling schemes that can be applied as set by the user. These four
schemes are: Random, Alternate, Queue based and Queue + Pass Time respectively.
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Figure 3.7: Switch Track Splitter Operation Function Flow Diagram.
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Figure 3.8: Switch Track Splitter Finishing Function Flow Diagram.
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Figure 3.9: Switch Track Joiner Node Flow Diagram.
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3.6.4 Switch Track Joiner Node
Figure 3.9 shows the process and execution order of the switch track joiner node. The
purpose of this function is to enable carts traveling on two separate paths to be merged into
one single output path. The joiner node processes carts sequentially and the pass time for
the joiner node is set by the user.
3.6.5 Work Station Node
Figure 3.10: Work Station Node Flow Diagram.
Figure 3.10 shows the process and execution order of the work station node. The purpose
of this node is to act as a black box simulation of work being done on a cart in the system,
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such as in a manufacturing process, for example. The processing time for each work station
can be set by the user, as shown in Figure 3.5(a). As shown in the figure and mentioned in
earlier sections, there are three parameters for each work station that can be set which are
called x, y, and z respectively. If all but x are set to zero, then the processing time of the
work station will be constant and set to the value of x. If only z is set to zero, then the
processing time of the work station will be calculated according to a Gaussian probability
distribution where the mean is x and y is the value of three standard deviations. If none
of the parameters are zero, the processing time will be calculated according to a Gaussian
probability distribution with x as the mean, and y as the value of three standard deviations,
but no value smaller than x− z will be allowed. This allows the variance of the processing
time to be controlled to realistically mimic various real life situations.
3.7 AASS Results and Statistics
Table 3.2: Sample Cart Record Summary Table.
Carts Processed 200 N/A
Timesteps Taken 516 ts
Source mode: Constant N/A
Source gen: 4 ts
Source +: 2 ts
Switch Mode: Alternate N/A
Switch Pass: 2 ts
Theoretical Max Carts: 232 N/A
Work Station Mode: Constant N/A
Sink Pass: 1 ts
S SW S A {1,200}
SW S A WS A {3,200}
SW S A WS B {2,200}
SW J B T {1,200}
WS A SW J B {2,200}




After each simulation trial has been completed, a function can be called which will
produce a summary of input parameters for that simulation and format it into a table
similar to that seen in Table 3.2. The first 10 rows are relatively self explanatory. It should
be noted that in row 9, the work station mode will only be considered constant if all work
stations have a constant processing time. From the first ten rows onwards, until column 1
contains a number, the relations table is listed. This is a list of all connections between all
components in the layout, and their parameters. As the NAASS assumes that carts can only
travel on one direction, row 11 could be translated into: Carts will travel from the source
node (“S”) to switch track splitter A (“SW S A”), said path will require one time step to
travel and can have 200 carts queued at one time. The remaining rows after the relations
table contain the parameters for the work stations (in the format, x, y, z). The second to
last row would indicate that the first work station (WS A) has a mean and constant pass
time of four time steps. Finally before exporting, the entire cart record matrix is joined to
the summary table, which can then be exported into the user desired format.
3.8 NAASS Validation and Conclusion
We validate the NAASS by comparing the simulated output against that of a physical
system under identical parameters. The physical setup BARD was used (Figure 1.3), and at
the time of validation, BARD could be controlled by a National Instruments compact RIO
(NI-cRIO 9025) as well as the previously mentioned Allen & Bradley PLC (Compact Logix
L35E). In order to attempt to implementation on industrial grade hardware the compact
RIO was used. For the validation data, 100 carts were run through BARD in order to
measure the pass times between each of the components of BARD, as seen in Figure 3.3.
The measured times were averaged and modified slightly so as to allow input into the NAASS.
The parameters can be seen in Appendix A in Table A.1. Then the algorithms governing
each of the components, as explained earlier in this chapter, were programmed into BARD
using LabVIEW 2012. Initially the benchmarking of any MTS and efficiency of any SOP
would be evaluated by the number of carts that could be processed per unit time. Data
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Figure 3.11: NAASS vs BARD Validation Results.
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from BARD was collected with three different sets of input parameters, called deterministic
(D), small variation (SV) and large variation (LV), respectively. For the deterministic set
of input parameters, as the name implies, all conditions were deterministic, the source node
generated carts in a deterministic manner, and the processing time for every work station
was constant, the name of the trial is indicative of this. C R C 1 indicates that the source
mode is constant (the first “C”), the second letter denotes the SOP used (“R” for random,
“A” for alternate, “Q” for queue-based and “P” for queue + pass time), the third letter
indicates the mode of the work stations (“C” for constant, “V” for variable). For the SV
input parameters, as the name suggests, there is be a small amount of variation allowed in
the processing time of the work stations. Similarly, there was a larger amount of stochasticity
for the LV input parameters. The actual input parameters used can be seen in Appendix
A in Table A.2. For each of the three sets of input parameters, 4 SOPs were applied. Due
to resource constraints, 10 trials were run for each of the the 12 scenarios on BARD and
the results averaged. 100 trials were run for each of the twelve scenarios in the NAASS
and the results were averaged. The comparison of results can be seen in Figure 3.11. The
error bars in Figure 3.11 represent one standard deviation. Comparing the results, there
was an overall correlation of 0.807114 across all 12 cases. It should be noted that due
to programming limitations, when the variation was programmed into BARD, a uniform
probability distribution was used instead of the Gaussian probability distribution used in
the NAASS. The full breakdown of the correlations can be seen in Table 3.3. Based on the
above results, NAASS is considered capable of simulating a physical system (BARD). Based
on this validation, we believe that we have achieved a valid simulation methodology.









4.1 Quantity and Quality Evaluation
This chapter details the simulations that were performed on the NAASS using different
SOPs and layouts and the conclusions researched from analysis of the results. Starting with
the statistical analysis of the effect of cart number and number of simulation repeats on
result quality and confidence.
4.1.1 Trial Quantity
During the proof of concept phase and later the development of the full NAASS code,
a set of eight cases were applied to each layout studied. The 8 cases, shown in Table 4.1,
were designed to fully test the effect of the layout on the performance of each SOP under
deterministic and stochastic conditions. Initially, each of the eight cases was executed twenty
times and the results averaged. For simple cases, such as the layout shown in Figure 3.3, a
single case could require between one to three minutes to execute. The full 8 × 20 = 160
cases could take up to eight hours to run for the most basic layouts. As the layouts increased
in complexity and the number of carts run through each layout were varied, execution time
would become a significant factor. Hence, a convergence study determined the minimum
number of trials that were required for each case to achieve statistical stability while min-
imizing overall execution time. Using the results from the 20 trial cases as a benchmark,
it was found that when all other parameters except trial quantity were kept constant, an
overall correlation of 97% was achieved with only 10 trials. Hence, the overall execution time
was reduced while maintaining the quality and confidence of data gathered. The full list of
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the correlation comparisons can be seen in Table 4.2 and the complete results of both the
10 and 20 trial cases can be found in Appendix A in Table A.3.
Table 4.1: NAASS Simulation Groups.
Category Group Source Mode SW Mode WS mode
Deterministic
1 Constant Random Constant
2 Constant Alternate Constant
3 Constant Queue Length Constant
4 Constant Queue Length + Pass time Constant
Stochastic
5 Variable Random Variable
6 Variable Alternate Variable
7 Variable Queue Length Variable
8 Variable Queue Length + Pass time Variable





4.1.2 Number of Processed Carts
After the number of trials per case was investigated, the next step was to investigate the
effect of the number of carts run through the system per trial on the performance of the
system and the stability and quality of results. The number of carts per trial also has a
significant impact on resource consumption. Using the “Unit Layout” shown in Figure 3.3
as an example, a 100 cart simulation required an execution time of less than 1 minute, while
300 carts required between one and two minutes, and for 500 carts, an average of about five
minutes was necessary. To establish a benchmark, the unit layout was used with 500 carts,
running eight cases with ten trials per case and the results for each of the cases was averaged.
All conditions were kept constant and the number of carts used was varied. Comparing the
results to the benchmark, when the simulation trials were run with 300 carts the overall
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correlation was 97.9%, while the 100-cart trials produced a correlation value of 99.5%. The
full list of the correlation comparison can be seen in Table 4.3 and the full results of the
investigation can be seen in Appendix A in Table A.4. There was insufficient evidence that
simulation trails with fewer than 100 carts would produce accurate and stable results. Hence
100 carts was set as the minimum required number of carts to ensure confidence in result
accuracy and stability. In order to further increase the confidence in said results, it was
decided that each simulation trial would be run with 200 carts. This increase would raise
confidence in the results, without significantly increase simulation trial execution time.
Table 4.3: Correlation Table for NAASS Cart Number Test.










4.1.3 System Variations and Importance of Variability
Originally during the proof of concept phase, for each of the eight aforementioned cases,
there were three additional system types applied. These system types were intended to
investigate the effect of the amount of system stochasticity on system and SOP performance.
Taking the Unit Case seen in Figure 3.3 as an example, the details of the three system types
can be seen in Table 4.4. System Type 1 is designed so that the travel time between the
work stations is much greater than the processing times and variations of said work stations.
This diminishes the effect of work station stochasticity on the system. System Type 2 is
designed such that the travel time between components is comparable to the processing
time and variation of the work stations, essentially assigning almost equal weighting to the
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two. System Type 3 is designed such that the processing time and variation of the work
stations greatly exceeds the travel time between components. It was decided that the focus
of research would be on the performance of SOPs in one system type and system type 2 was
chosen.
Table 4.4: System Type Parameters.




Source (S) Generation Frequency & Variation 2 + 2 2 + 2 2 + 2 ts
Switch Track (SW ) Pass Time 3 2 2 ts
Work Station A (WS ) Pass Time & Variation 2± 1 4± 3 9± 5 ts
Work Station B Pass Time & Variation 3± 2 5± 4 12± 5 ts
Sink (T) Process Time 1 1 1 ts
S > SW S A Pass Time 3 1 1 ts
SW S A > WS A Pass Time 7 3 3 ts
SW S A > WS B Pass Time 4 2 2 ts
SW J B > T Pass Time 3 1 1 ts
WS A > SW J B Pass Time 4 2 2 ts
WS B > SW J B Pass Time 7 3 3 ts
4.2 Layout and SOP Tests
In this section, the four test layouts that were programmed into the NAASS are discussed
(unit, serial, parallel & serial parallel) as well as the four aforementioned SOPs (random,
alternate, queue based & queue + pass time) that were applied to each of the layouts.
4.2.1 Test Layouts
In total, there were four layouts that were programmed into the NAASS for testing
purposes. These four are the unit layout (U), the serial layout (S), the parallel layout (P)
and the serial-parallel layout (SP). The unit layout is considered the simplest layout that
contains a switch track capable of making scheduling decisions. The unit layout depicts a
work cell containing two work stations that perform the same task. A graphical depiction of
the unit layout can be seen in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: NAASS Unit Layout.
Figure 4.2: NAASS Serial Layout.
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Figure 4.3: NAASS Parallel Layout.
Figure 4.4: NAASS Serial-Parallel Layout.
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The serial layout is, in essence, two unit layouts arranged in sequence. This layout
represents a sequential two-stage manufacturing process, where a product must have work
performed on it by either work station A or B and then by either work station C or D.
The serial layout also enables the redirection of a cart after each stage of manufacturing. A
graphical depiction of the serial layout can be seen in Figure 4.2.
The parallel layout simulates four work stations that perform the same task but divided
into two groups, simulating a more complex and large scale manufacturing process than the
unit layout. A graphical depiction of the parallel layout can be seen in Figure 4.3.
The final layout is a combination of the parallel and the serial layout and is called
the serial-parallel layout. This layout consists of two parallel layouts in a sequential serial
configuration and is the most complex layout of the four. Each cart that enters this layout
can be directed to any one of four work stations for each of the two processes that must be
performed on it. A graphical depiction of this layout can be seen in Figure 4.4.
In theory, any manufacturing process can be constructed from a combination of the
aforementioned layouts. In addition, if there were a method by which a large and complex
system layout could be represented by a layout of lower complexity, this would enable the
NAASS to simulate the behavior of any complex manufacturing system without requiring
large amounts of resources. If there were a method by which the behavior and performance
of a unit layout could be emulated by a work station, supplied with an identical number of
carts at the same frequency, then logically it is possible to simulate a parallel layout with
a single unit layout. Similarly, a parallel serial layout could be reduced to a serial layout.
Hence, any real-life manufacturing system could be assembled from the four layouts defined
above and its behavior simulated easily and accurately by the NAASS.
4.2.2 Results and Discussion
As mentioned in the previous sections, 8 simulation groups (Table 4.1) were applied
to each of the four layouts, with 10 trials per group and 200 carts per trial. For each
layout, the performance of each of the SOPs was compared according to the previously
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Figure 4.5: NAASS Unit Layout Results.
Figure 4.6: NAASS Parallel Layout Results.
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Figure 4.7: NAASS Serial Layout Results.
Figure 4.8: NAASS Serial Parallel Layout Results.
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defined benchmark of carts per time step. The exact input parameters used to test each of
the layouts can be found in Appendix A, Table A.5, Table A.6, Table A.7 and Table A.8.
The results for the unit layouts can be seen in Figure 4.5. In Figure 4.5, (D) represents the
deterministic cases and (S) denotes the stochastic cases, as referred to in Table 4.1. The error
bars in the figure represent the standard deviation of the averaged results. From the results
of the unit layout, it can clearly be seen that in both the deterministic and stochastic cases,
the two GASS SOPs performed better than the scheduling with no built-in intelligence. It is
assumed that, due to lack of evidence, dynamically optimizing automation control programs
for automation systems and PLC programming are not common in industry.
Figure 4.6 shows the results for the parallel layout. Despite the increase in system
complexity, the two GASS SOPs continue to outperform the random and alternate scheduling
SOPs, although the scale of performance increase differs from that observed on the unit
layout.
Figure 4.7 shows the results for the serial layout, the increase in system size and com-
plexity has not affected the performance of the GASS SOPs relative to that of the random
and alternate scheduling SOPs.
Figure 4.8 shows the results of the serial-parallel layout. This layout is the largest and
most complex of the four layouts. From the graph, in both the deterministic and stochastic
scenarios, the alternate SOP outperforms both of the GASS SOPs. The two GASS SOPs are
based on a greedy optimization algorithm that only looks forward one step or component.
It is well documented that greedy algorithms can have a tendency to drive a system towards
a local optima and not a global optima. Later results will show; however, that regardless of
the layout, the GASS SOPs consistently outperform the other SOPs.
4.3 System Scalability
In this section, an investigation into the possibility of taking a more complex layout such
as the parallel layout (Figure 4.3) and modeling it with a far simpler one, such as the unit
layout (Figure 4.1) was made. The results of the investigation are presented and discussed
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and subsequent conclusions drawn.
4.3.1 Introduction
The intent of this investigation is to discover if vastly complex systems could be repre-
sented by simpler systems, thereby reducing the computational resources required for model-
ing, as well as running, simulations to examine system performance under varying conditions.
With that in mind, the goal is to discover if it were possible to replicate the performance of
parallel layout with a unit layout and to replicate the performance of a serial parallel layout
with a serial layout. For the unit layout to emulate the performance and behavior a parallel
layout, each work station in said unit layout would in and of itself represent a unit layout,
and a similar process applied for a serial layout to mimic the serial parallel layout.
In order to represent a unit layout with a single work station, a unit layout simulation
would first be executed and the results collected. The time taken for each cart to pass
through the system was recorded, averaged and the standard deviation calculated. For a
work station node there are three possible parameters that can be varied, which are x, y,
and z as noted in Figure 3.1. As a unit layout contains two work stations in parallel and can
process carts simultaneously, it was decided that the mean cycle time would be calculated by
dividing the mean cycle time by two, to account for two carts being simultaneously proceeded














The formula for the y input is shown in Equation 4.2, where the mean standard deviation
is modified according to Equation 4.3 . The z input was determined by calculating the
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minimum possible cycle time for a cart and dividing it by two, as shown in Equation 4.4.
Throughout these calculations, only ten carts were allowed to be physically in the system at
one time; hence, once a simulation starts there, a certain amount of time is required before
it reaches a steady state. This was experimentally determined to be approximately 100 time
steps; hence, all carts processed before that were ignored when calculating the values for x,
y and z.
4.3.2 Uniform System Test
Initially, to test the hypothesis that system scaling was possible, the unit layout was
characterized in which both work stations had identical parameters. The unit layout was
executed using parameters listed in Table A.5, with the alteration that the parameters for
work station A were applied to work station B and that the source generation frequency and
variation was modified to become 4+2. The results of the uniform unit layout characteri-
zation are listed in Appendix A, Table A.9. Applying the process described in the previous
section, the set of input parameters for any work station to mimic a uniform unit layout can
be created and are listed in Table A.10.
4.3.3 Uniform System Results





S & D Random & Alternate SOP 0.703
S & D Queue & Queue + Passtime SOP 0.784
The parameters listed in Table A.9 were applied to a unit layout and a serial layout
and the collected results compared to that of a parallel layout and a serial parallel layout
respectively.
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Figure 4.9: Unit Mimic Parallel vs Parallel Layout Results.





S & D Random & Alternate SOP 0.383
S & D Queue & Queue + Passtime SOP 0.733
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The numerical results for the unit mimic parallel (UMP) layout and the parallel layout
are listed in Appendix A, Table A.11 and Table A.12. Upon comparison across all simulation
groups, the results of the UMP layout had an overall correlation of 0.759, the correlation
seemed to be strongest under stochastic conditions, as shown in Table 4.5. It is interesting
to note that the trends in both the deterministic and stochastic regimes show similar trends
between the parallel and the UMP results although the difference in magnitude of said
changes differs. For example, in Figure 4.9, the results for the parallel case show that the
alternate SOP outperforms the random SOP (0.365 Carts/ts up from 0.360), the UMP
results also show that the alternate SOP outperforms the random SOP (0.245 Carts/ts
up from 0.150); however, the magnitude of the performance increase is dissimilar. It was
postulated that this difference could be due to scaling issues.
The results for the serial mimic serial-parallel (SMSP) layout and the serial-parallel lay-
out were also compared and are shown in Appendix A, Table A.13 and Table A.14. As shown
in Table 4.6, the overall correlation for SMSP versus the serial parallel layout is 0.443. As
the mathematical scaling relationship has not been fully defined, the initial approximation
equations could contain inaccuracies. It is hypothesized that these inaccuracies are com-
pounded by the complexity of the layout. This would explain the lower level of correlation
of the SMSP compared to the UMP tests.
4.3.4 Non-Uniform System Tests
To further explore the potential scalability of the various layouts, one further test was per-
formed. A modified version of the UMP vs the parallel layout was conducted with modified
input parameters, as listed inTable 4.7. The unit layout was once again characterized using
the methods described in Section 4.3.1, and the results used to determine the parameters
used in the UMP layout.
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Table 4.7: Non-Uniform System Test Work Station Input Parameters.
Workstation x (ts) y (ts) z (ts)
A 4 3 1
B 5 4 1





S & D Random & Alternate SOP 0.732
S & D Queue & Queue + Passtime SOP 0.682
Figure 4.10: Approximation of Probability Distribution.
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4.3.5 Non-Uniform System Results & Discussion
The results for the non-uniform UMP vs parallel layout are shown in Table 4.8. Once
again, the overall correlation is not very high; however, there seem to be similar trends to
those mentioned in Section 4.3.3.
Considering the results of the uniform and non-uniform system tests, there is evidence of
a mathematical relationship linking the results of unscaled MTS simulation results (Paral-
lel and Serial Parallel Layouts) and their scaled counterparts (UMP, UMSP). However, the
method by which the probability distributions of two separate work stations are combined
and approximated (Figure 4.10) by a third distribution may need modification. The current
method of averaging the two distributions does not appear to yield accurate results as evi-
denced by low correlation values. The relationship between the scaled and unscaled layouts
is clearly affected by complexity and non-uniformity leading to a non-linear relationship. A
more complete and in depth exploration into the exact mathematical relationship between
scaled and unscaled systems will be left for future work.
4.4 System Robustness
As stated previously, the purpose of the NAASS was not only to enable the modeling of
various MTS layouts but also to allow for the introduction of perturbations to a MTS layout
in order to observe the resiliency of different SOPs. In this section, a test was run where
changes in workstation parameters were introduced mid-simulation and results collected.
4.4.1 Introduction
Table 4.9: Robustness Tests Workstation Input Parameter Table.
Scenario Work Stations x (ts) y (ts) z (ts)
1
Odd (A, C, E..) 4 3 1
Even (B, D, F...) 5 4 1
2
Odd 8 3 1
Even 5 4 1
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For the experiment, for each layout three scenarios were run. Scenario 1 uses the param-
eters listed in Section 4.3.2 supplemented by the parameters listed in Scenario 1 of Table 4.9
for the workstations. The second scenario was similar to the first except the workstation
parameters from Scenario 2 of Table 4.9 were used. The third and final scenario started with
identical parameters to the first test but the workstation parameters were programatically
changed to that of the second test after 75 carts were completed. Scenario 1 was considered
the “good” case and in which work station A (and every other work station) had marginally
faster processing times then the other work stations. Scenario 2 was considered the “bad”
case in which a potential fault or tool wear had caused work station A (and every other work
station) to have a slower processing time than the other work stations from the beginning.
Scenario 3 was where the workstations developed faults midway through the simulation run
in the form of a step function (switching case).
4.4.2 Results and Discussion
The results for the robustness tests are shown in Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12, Figure 4.13
& Figure 4.14. As expected, in most cases, the “switching cases,” in which the workstation
parameters changed mid simulation, achieved a lower performance than the “good” cases
but performed better than the “bad” cases. In all four layouts, for both stochastic and
deterministic conditions, one or more of the GASS SOPS consistently outperformed the
other SOPs, showcasing the robust optimization capability. It is interesting to note that in
all but the parallel layout, the Q+P SOP consistently outperformed the queue-based SOP.
However, this may need to be further studied before general conclusions are drawn.
4.5 Conclusions
To summarize this chapter, the suitable number of carts to be run through a system
as well as the number of repeats per trial was determined to ensure statistical confidence
in the accuracy and stability of results produced while making efficient usage of resources.
Four layouts for the NAASS were defined that encompasses a wide range of complexity
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Figure 4.11: Unit Layout Robustness Test Results.
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Figure 4.12: Serial Layout Robustness Test Results.
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Figure 4.13: Parallel Layout Robustness Test Results.
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Figure 4.14: Serial Parallel Layout Robustness Test Results.
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and system size for SOP testing purposes. An investigation was made into the possibility of
layout scaling, using simple layouts to model large and complex ones, but the results were not
conclusive and hinted at a complex non-linear relationship between the scaled and unscaled
results. Finally, the robustness of the four SOPs were tested by introducing a change in work
station parameters that would require a change in scheduling to maintain maximum output.




CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
5.1 Contributions
The achievements and contributions to the field of research are as follows:
• Created a localized decision making system based on greedy optimization that can be
programmed onto industry standard hardware.
• Created a program that can simulate MTS layouts and verified the program with
hardware.
• Conducted investigations into more complex issues such as scaling, system robustness
and performance.
• Identified attractive avenues for future research based on collected results.
Each of the above mentioned points will be covered in more detail in subsequent sections.
5.2 Localized Decision Making Systems
In Section 1.2, the AAS is defined as a self-sufficient system that attempt to make de-
cisions based on the information provided to it using optimization algorithms. In Chapter
3, two versions of Greedy AAS algorithms (GAAS) are presented and defined. These are:
queue based GAAS and queue + pass time based GAAS, respectively.
The challenge presented in Chapter 2 is to create algorithms and a paradigm that was
forward looking and emulated the effectiveness of the manufacturing paradigms proposed
over the past two decades while limiting the complexity such that it was applicable to current
industrial hardware. Research had not indicated any dynamic optimization capability or
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similar practice currently implemented in industry. An example of the two GAAS algorithms
coded into LabVIEW (used in the validation of the simulation platform) and implemented
on a National Instruments Compact RIO appears in Appendix B Section B.1. The same two
algorithms were also programmed in industrial standard ladder logic code and implemented
on an Allen & Bradley PLC and used to control BARD and produced the same behavior
as the LabVIEW code. The two ladder logic programs can be found in Appendix B. The
LL code for the queue based SOP is shown in Figure B.1, Figure B.2, Figure B.3 and
Figure B.4. The LL code for the queue + pass time SOP is shown in Figure B.5, Figure B.6
and Figure B.7.
5.3 Networked Autonomous Automation System Simulator
The purpose and intent of the NAASS is detailed in Section 3.3. The NAASS was first
validated by comparing the results of physical trials conducted on BARD with a virtual
model of the same system in NAASS. The NAASS is capable of modeling an MTS of any
configuration, composition and size (assuming the relevant components have been coded).
NAASS facilitated the comparison and benchmarking of a number of Schedule Optimization
Paradigms (SOPs) as they were applied to numerous layouts. The NAASS enabled the
performance and behavior of various SOPs to be recorded, analyzed and observed when
different input parameters were applied and a variety of layouts were entered. The NAASS
enabled the programmatic introduction of system perturbations in various layouts in order
to facilitate resiliency testing of SOPs. Finally, the NAASS also enabled the incorporation
of stochastic modeling for various processes in the MTS to observe the effects on SOP
performance. NAASS was validated with physical hardware, and is fully functional but has
many opportunities for improvements and expansions in terms of programming, scope and
capabilities. The following sections list some of the suggested future work.
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5.3.1 Existing Components
Currently the only components that have been programmed into the NAASS from which
a user can construct a layout are: source nodes, sink nodes, workstations, switch track
splitters and switch track joiners. Of these, the source and sink nodes do not require any
modification or expansion, as they are the beginning and end points of any layout in the
NAASS. Workstations could be expanded to allow for additional probability distributions
for modeling stochasticity aside from the existing Gaussian probability distribution.
If it is assumed that a switch track joiner node’s task is solely combining two paths into
one, the joiner node will require no further changes. However, there is room for expansion
and modification regarding the switch track splitter node. First, the current switch track
splitter node assumes that the two paths along which it can direct carts end in identical
processes. For other scenarios in which switch track splitters could be used, non-identical
processes or multiple (>2) outputs could result. Second, the four previously mentioned SOPs
are hard-coded into the NAASS. Hence, there is a need for modifications allowing new SOPs
to be coded and or to be loaded from user-created files.
5.3.2 Additional Components
Taking into account the existing components in the NAASS, there are a number of
components that could be added to enable NAASS to more realistically and completely
model material transportation networks in industry. The suggested components that should
be added include:
• Linear Transfer Gates (Figure 2.1(e))
• Crossroad Track (Figure 2.1(d))
• Lift Track (Figure 2.1(f))
Individual functions will need to be created for each of the above-listed components, as
well as methods to apply different SOPs to each of them.
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5.3.3 Bi-Directional Travel
As the NAASS was modeled on existing hardware that is in the laboratory, it assumes
that all carts can move in only one direction. It would be beneficial to expand the NAASS
to be capable of modeling bi-directional travel along the same pathway and include all the
additional requirements that would result. This would expand the types of systems that
could be modeled with NAASS.
5.3.4 Queue Limit Implementation
Currently in the NAASS, the maximum number of carts that can travel simultaneously
on a path between any two components is predefined by the user as shown in Figure 3.4(d).
This can affect model accuracy. For example, if one path from a switch track splitter reaches
capacity, regardless of the number of carts on the other output path, the switch track splitter
will not allow any carts to pass until both possible paths are under capacity. This is the result
of how the switch track splitter was implemented and different methods implementation could
be considered.
5.3.5 Implementation Language
Currently the NAASS is implemented in Mathematica. While Mathematica is a power-
ful mathematical modeling language and has many advantages during the prototyping and
testing phases of a software or simulation, it may not be the most efficient language in which
to execute large scale, complex simulations. For future work and implementation of the
NAASS, a more appropriate language is suggested, such as C.
5.4 AAS performance, System Scaling & System Robustness
the design statement at the beginning of this research was to evaluate the hypothesis
that “networking and local decision making aspects of (the previously defined) Autonomous
Automation System (AAS) can be applied to industrial automation to create robust scalable
dynamically self optimizing systems.” As mentioned above, a simulation platform (NAASS)
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was designed and created in order to compare and evaluate the performance of the two
aforementioned algorithms against each other as well as against two additional SOPs.
The results in Chapter 4 show that in all four MTS to which the four SOPs were applied,
regardless of system size or complexity, the two GAAS algorithms consistently outperformed
the SOPs with no built-in intelligence. This performance was maintained across deterministic
and stochastic systems. Hence, the self-optimizing portion of the design statement was
validated.
In Chapter 4, there also is a brief investigation into the possibility to simulate a complex
system with a simpler, yet representative, system. The results indicate the possibility of a
relationship between the scaled and unscaled results but that it was likely to be non-linear
and mathematically complex.
Following the scaling tests, further tests were performed to determine the robustness of
the GAAS SOPs to system perturbation. In all four layouts, under both stochastic and
deterministic conditions, the two GAAS SOPs overall outperformed the two SOPS with no
inbuilt intelligence and displayed adaptability and dynamic optimization capability.
Hence, based on the results presented in Chapter 4, the design statement was indeed
validated. Regardless of the complexity of the layout or the system size, the GAAS algo-
rithms consistently outperformed those with no built in intelligence, and displayed evidence
of robustness and dynamic optimization.
5.5 Further Research
Aside from the suggested expansion and modification to the NAASS code, there are
additional areas in which further research is suggested.
5.5.1 Optimization Algorithms Used
Of the current two GAAS algorithms, one is a simple one-step greedy optimization al-
gorithm (queue based), and the other is a simple one-step greedy heuristic optimization
algorithm. They are both classified as “one step algorithms” which only consider input and
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conditions for the components directly connected to them, as opposed to what path or choices
will allow the current cart to reach the sink node in the shortest possible time. Greedy opti-
mization algorithms can have a potential to settle at local optima and not drive the system
as a whole, towards a global optimum. Research on multi-step greedy algorithms could yield
better SOPs. Also non-greedy optimization algorithms may outperform greedy algorithms
if the complexity of the algorithms can be implemented on industry-current hardware.
5.5.2 Metrics Used
Currently, the only metric used to compare and benchmark various SOPs is the number
of carts completed per time step in the simulation. While this single metric is sufficient for
initial testing, validation, and research purposes it would be advantageous to develop and
define additional metrics on which to evaluate the efficiency and performance of an SOP
when applied to a layout under various input parameters.
5.5.3 Pseudocode Output
After testing various SOPs and determining one that is suitable for practical real-world
application, it would be advantageous to be able to output a flow diagram for each of the
SOPs, or at least some form of “pseudocode” output that would enable a programmer to
apply the algorithm to the control hardware of his or her choice. Ideally, this would be an
option in the NAASS. Methods to automate the generation of ladder logic code from state
diagrams [5], component based models [6], high level system models [7] or Petri Nets [8–10]
already exist; hence, if the pseudocode could be output in one of the above formats, the
entire process from simulation to LL code could be automated.
5.5.4 Scaling Relationship
As mentioned in Section 4.3, the results of the scaling experiments were not conclusive,
but did show evidence of a complex non-linear relationship between the scaled and unscaled
results. Hence, further research is required in order to determine and characterize the exact
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relationship to allow for a reduction in resources needed to model complex systems.
5.5.5 Further Validation
In Section 4.1.3, there were three system types listed. Due to resource constraints, only
system type 2 was used during testing of system performance and SOP characteristics. The
remaining two system types should also be investigated on all four layouts to investigate the
effect of the ratio of travel time between components and processing time of components on
possible scaling relationships and robustness of SOPs.
5.6 Final Thoughts
The advances and progress made in this research show that manufacturing system ro-
bustness and performance can be improved by adding local decision making capability to
individual components. The performance of the system as a whole can then be modeled and
tuned to achieve the desired performance. The flow diagrams for the finalized SOPs can be
used to guide the creation of applicable code and hence shorten the programming time of an
industrial manufacturing system and allow for more rapid reconfiguration.
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APPENDIX A - NAASS INPUT PARAMETERS & SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
A.1 BARD Pass Times
Table A.1: BARD Pass Time Table.
From To Pass Time (s) Averaged Time (×10−1s)
Source Switch Track Splitter A 0.1 1
Switch Track Splitter A Work Station A 4.736 47
Switch Track splitter A Work Station B 2.451 25
Work Station A Switch Track Joiner B 16.366 164
Work Station B Switch Track Joiner B 3.488 35
Switch Track Joiner B Sink 3.678 37
Switch Track Switch and Pass Times
Switch Track Splitter A
Situation Measured Time (s) Averaged Time (s) Final Pass Time (×10−1s)
Switching Time 1.328 N/A
78Switching to Path to WS A 6.811
6.5
Switching to path to WS B 6.19
Switch Track Joiner B
Situation Measured Time (s) Averaged Time (s) Final Pass Time (×10−1s)
Switching Time 1.330 N/A
67Path from WS A 5.564
5.4
Path from WS B 5.152
A.2 BARD Validation Input Parameters
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Table A.2: BARD Validation Input Parameter Table.
Set Constant Small Variation Large Variation
Source Generation Time (×10−1s) 20 20 20
Source Variation Time (×10−1s) 0 5 15
Work Station A Process Time (×10−1s) 300 300 300
Work Station A Process Time Variation (×10−1s) 0 70 220
Work Station B Process Time (×10−1s) 240 240 240
Work Station B Process Variation Time (×10−1s) 0 60 180
A.3 NAASS Trial Number Results




Average Std Average Std
C R C 0.362 0.0327 278.25 26.139
C A C 0.378 0.00143 264.8 1.005
C Q C 0.415 0.00305 241 1.777
C P C 0.418 0 239 0
V R V 0.364 0.0334 277.235 27.203
V A V 0.376 0.0158 266.6 11.376
V Q V 0.408 0.00951 245.05 5.736




Average Std Average Std
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C R C 0.367 0.0368 257.1 28.0573
C A C 0.378 0.00147 264.8 1.0328
C Q C 0.413 0.00264 242.2 1.549
C P C 0.418 0 239 0
V R V 0.364 0.0315 276.6 23.599
V A V 0.386 0.0171 259.3 11.691
V Q V 0.407 0.00951 245.6 5.816
V R V 0.409 0.0109 244.5 6.570
A.4 NAASS Cart Number Results




Average Std Average Std
C R C 0.358 0.0228 280.6 17.405
C A C 0.377 0.00150 265 1.0541
C Q C 0.414 0.00353 241.3 2.058
C P C 0.418 0 239 0
V R V 0.321 0.0193 312.3 17.969
V A V 0.323 0.00559 309.4 5.317
V Q V 0.358 0.00749 279.8 5.922




Average Std Average Std
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C R C 0.392 0.0235 767.4 46.034
C A C 0.392 0.000529 765.2 1.038
C Q C 0.435 0.000651 690.2 1.033
C P C 0.439 0 684 0
V R V 0.340 0.0197 884.1 51.072
V A V 0.338 0.00457 887.6 12.066
V Q V 0.373 0.00327 805.2 7.068




Average Std Average Std
C R C 0.381 0.0124 1312.2 43.153
C A C 0.395 0.00032 1265.2 1.033
C Q C 0.438 0.00061 1140.5 1.581
C P C 0.443 0 1129 0
V R V 0.332 0.011 1508.2 51.858
V A V 0.340 0.00381 1470.1 16.428
V Q V 0.376 0.00383 1330.7 13.557
V R V 0.386 0.00316 1295.9 10.619
A.5 NAASS Layout Input Parameters
Table A.5: Unit Layout Input Parameters.
Source (S) Generation Frequency & Variation 2 + 2 ts
Switch Track (SW ) Pass Time 3 ts
Work Station A (WS ) Process Time & Variation (y, z) 4, 3, 1 N/A
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Table A.5: Continued.
Component Name / Path Property Value Unit
Total Cart Number N/A 200 Carts
Phy Carts Number of carts allowed in the system at one time 10 Carts
Work Station B Process Time & Variation (y, z) 5, 4, 1 N/A
Sink (T) Process Time 1 ts
S > SW S A Pass Time & Capacity 1,200 ts,Carts
SW S A > WS A Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
SW S A > WS B Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
SW J B > T Pass Time & Capacity 1,200 ts,Carts
WS A > SW J B Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
WS B > SW J B Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
Table A.6: Serial Layout Input Parameters.
Component Name / Path Property Value Unit
Total Cart Number N/A 200 Carts
Phy Carts Number of carts allowed in the system at one time 10 Carts
Source (S) Generation Frequency & Variation 2 + 2 ts
Switch Track (SW ) Pass Time 3 ts
Work Station A (WS ) Process Time & Variation (y, z) 4, 3, 1 N/A
Work Station B Process Time & Variation (y, z) 5, 4, 1 N/A
Work Station C Process Time & Variation (y, z) 4, 3, 1 N/A
Work Station D Process Time & Variation (y, z) 5, 4, 1 N/A
Sink (T) Process Time 1 ts
S > SW S A Pass Time & Capacity 1,200 ts,Carts
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Table A.6: Continued.
SW S A > WS A Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
SW S A > WS B Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
SW S B >WS C Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
SW S B > WS D Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
SW J C > SW S B Pass Time & Capacity 1,200 ts,Carts
SW J D > T Pass Time & Capacity 1,200 ts,Carts
WS A > SW J C Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
WS B > SW J C Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
WS C > SW J D Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
WS D > SW J D Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
Table A.7: Parallel Layout Input Parameters.
Component Name / Path Property Value Unit
Total Cart Number N/A 200 Carts
Phy Carts Number of carts allowed in the system at one time 10 Carts
Source (S) Generation Frequency & Variation 2 + 2 ts
Switch Track (SW ) Pass Time 3 ts
Work Station A (WS ) Process Time & Variation (y,z) 4, 3, 1 N/A
Work Station B Process Time & Variation (y,z) 5, 4, 1 N/A
Work Station C Process Time & Variation (y,z) 4, 3, 1 N/A
Work Station D Process Time & Variation (y,z) 5, 4, 1 N/A
Sink (T) Process Time 1 ts
S > SW S A Pass Time & Capacity 1,200 ts,Carts
SW S A > SW S B Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
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Table A.7: Continued.
SW S A > SW S C Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
SW S B > WS A Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
SW S B > WS B Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
SW S C > WS C Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
SW S C > WS D Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
SW J D > SW J F Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
SW J E > SW J F Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
SW J F > T Pass Time & Capacity 1,200 ts,Carts
WS A > SW J D Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
WS B > SW J D Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
WS C > SW J E Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
WS D > SW J E Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
Table A.8: Serial Parallel Layout Input Parameters.
Component Name / Path Property Value Unit
Total Cart Number N/A 200 Carts
Phy Carts Number of carts allowed in the system at one time 10 Carts
Source (S) Generation Frequency & Variation 2 + 2 ts
Switch Track (SW ) Pass Time 3 ts
Work Station A (WS ) Process Time & Variation (y,z) 4, 3, 1 N/A
Work Station B Process Time & Variation (y,z) 5, 4, 1 N/A
Work Station C Process Time & Variation (y,z) 4, 3, 1 N/A
Work Station D Process Time & Variation (y,z) 5, 4, 1 N/A
Work Station E Process Time & Variation (y,z) 4, 3, 1 N/A
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Table A.8: Continued.
Work Station F Process Time & Variation (y,z) 5, 4, 1 N/A
Work Station G Process Time & Variation (y,z) 4, 3, 1 N/A
Work Station H Process Time & Variation (y,z) 5, 4, 1 N/A
Sink (T) Process Time 1 ts
S > SW S A Pass Time & Capacity 1,200 ts,Carts
SW S A > SW S B Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
SW S A > SW S C Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
SW S B > WS A Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
SW S B > WS B Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
SW S C > WS C Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
SW S C > WS D Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
SW S D > SW S E Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
SW S D > SW S F Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
SW S E > WS E Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
SW S E > WS F Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
SW S F > WS G Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
SW S F > WS H Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
SW J G > SW J I Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
SW J H > SW J I Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
SW J I > SW S D Pass Time & Capacity 1 ts,Carts
SW J J > SW J L Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
SW J K > SW J L Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
SW J L > T Pass Time & Capacity 1 ts,Carts
WS A > SW J G Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
WS B > SW J G Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
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Table A.8: Continued.
WS C > SW J H Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
WS D > SW J H Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
WS E > SW J J Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
WS F > SW J J Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
WS G > SW J K Pass Time & Capacity 2,200 ts,Carts
WS H > SW J K Pass Time & Capacity 3,200 ts,Carts
A.6 NAASS Uniform System Test Results and Parameters
Table A.9: Uniform Unit Layout Characterization Results.
Deterministic
Random (C R C)
Carts/ts Time Steps Mean Cycle Time (ts) Mean Std
Max 0.450 491 25.255 6.600
Min 0.407 444 23.012 4.540
Avg 0.427 468.8 24.144 5.507
Std 0.0147 16.075 0.779 0.707
Alternate (C A C)
Carts/ts Time Steps Mean Cycle Time (ts) Mean Std
Max 0.481 416 16 0
Min 0.481 416 16 0
Avg 0.481 416 16 0
Std 5.85E-17 0 0 0
Queue Based (C Q C)
Carts/ts Time Steps Mean Cycle Time (ts) Mean Std
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Table A.8: Continued.
Max 0.481 416 16 0
Min 0.481 416 16 0
Avg 0.481 416 16 0
Std 5.85E-17 0 0 0
Queue + Pass Time (C P C)
Carts/ts Time Steps Mean Cycle Time (ts) Mean Std
Max 0.481 416 16 0
Min 0.481 416 16 0
Avg 0.481 416 16 0
Std 5.85E-17 0 0 0
Stochastic
Random (V R V)
Carts/ts Time Steps Mean Cycle Time (ts) Mean Std
Max 0.412 551 28.625 8.578
Min 0.363 485 24.922 4.500
Avg 0.386 519.2 26.804 6.916
Std 0.0155 20.848 1.1346 1.245
Alternate (V A V)
Carts/ts Time Steps Mean Cycle Time (ts) Mean Std
Max 0.431 479 24.878 5.254
Min 0.418 464 23.994 1.802
Avg 0.424 471.9 24.343 3.248
Std 0.00471 5.238 0.329 0.994
Queue Based (V Q V)
Carts/ts Time Steps Mean Cycle Time (ts) Mean Std
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Table A.8: Continued.
Max 0.428 480 24.813 2.283
Min 0.417 467 23.691 2.044
Avg 0.424 471.3 24.315 2.158
Std 0.00342 3.831 0.290 0.0801
Queue + Pass Time (V P V)
Carts/ts Time Steps Mean Cycle Time (ts) Mean Std
Max 0.428 478 24.791 2.662
Min 0.418 467 24.178 2.126
Avg 0.424 471.4 24.468 2.373
Std 0.00312 3.471 0.195 0.173
Table A.10: Work Station Mimic Uniform Unit Layout Input Parameters.
Deterministic
SOP x (ts) y (ts) z (ts)
Random 12 9 4
Alternate 8 0 0
Queue Based 8 0 0
Queue + Pass Time 8 0 0
Stochastic
SOP x y z
Random 14 11 6
Alternate 12 5 4
Queue Based 12 3 4
Queue + Pass Time 13 3 5
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Table A.11: Unit Mimic Parallel Layout Results.
Deterministic
SOP Carts/ts Time (ts)
Avg Std Avg Std
Random 0.148 0.00508 1353 47.169
Alternate 0.245 2.926E-17 816 0
Queue Based 0.245 0.000754 817.2 2.530
Queue + Pass Time 0.243 0 822 0
Stochastic
SOP Carts/ts Time (ts)
Avg Std Avg Std
Random 0.130 0.00442 1545 53.771
Alternate 0.162 0.00130 1235.7 9.922
Queue Based 0.164 0.00143 1218.3 10.594
Queue + Pass Time 0.152 0.00115 1315.6 10.013
Table A.12: Parallel Layout Results.
Deterministic
SOP Carts/ts Time (ts)
Avg Std Avg Std
Random 0.360 0.00306 556.3 4.739
Alternate 0.365 0.00226 547.6 3.373
Queue Based 0.366 0.00325 546.2 4.826




SOP Carts/ts Time (ts)
Avg Std Avg Std
Random 0.347 0.00231 575.8 3.853
Alternate 0.355 0.00203 563.2 3.225
Queue Based 0.356 0.00225 562.1 3.542
Queue + Pass Time 0.357 0.00286 560.8 4.541
Table A.13: Serial Mimic Serial Parallel Layout Results.
Deterministic
SOP Carts/ts Time (ts)
Avg Std Avg Std
Random 0.121 0.00274 1650.2 37.585
Alternate 0.197 0.0106 1018.4 56.433
Queue Based 0.199 0.00665 1006 34.900
Queue + Pass Time 0.208 0 963 0
Stochastic
SOP Carts/ts Time (ts)
Avg Std Avg Std
Random 0.109 0.00203 1828.4 33.755
Alternate 0.150 0.00342 1335.8 30.857
Queue Based 0.153 0.00263 1304 22.725
Queue + Pass Time 0.143 0.00229 1402.2 22.729
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Table A.14: Serial Parallel Layout Results.
Deterministic
SOP Carts/ts Time (ts)
Avg Std Avg Std
Random 0.167 0.00118 1195.9 8.373
Alternate 0.169 0.00182 1180.9 12.749
Queue Based 0.168 0.00312 1193.6 22.426
Queue + Pass Time 0.170 0 1176 0
Stochastic
SOP Carts/ts Time (ts)
Avg Std Avg Std
Random 0.163 0.00272 1225.1 20.262
Alternate 0.163 0.00355 1228.2 26.427
Queue Based 0.161 0.00213 1239.5 16.595
Queue + Pass Time 0.165 0.00256 1214.2 18.731
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APPENDIX B - LABVIEW AND LADDER LOGIC PROGRAMS
B.1 LabVIEW Switch Track Splitter Program
The figures shown below are the portion of the whole LabVIEW program that controls
BARD, that control the switch track splitter. The main program is structured as a state
machine with multiple parallel loops. The first case in the main loop of the state machine
is shown in Figure B.8 and checks if the switch track is busy and calls the WTG Busy
Function subprogram shown in Figure B.14. Next, the program applies the user selected
SOP to determine where to direct the cart as seen in Figure B.9. This also calls the WTG
Comp Function (Figure B.15) and activates parallel loop 1 (Figure B.12). Parallel loop 1 calls
the WTG Switch Function shown in Figure B.16. Next, the program checks that the track
has physically switched to the correct position and also calls the Check Cart Queue Length
Function (Figure B.17). The alternate cases for Figure B.10 can be seen in Figure B.11. The
Check Cart Queue Length Function activates parallel loop 2 (Figure B.13) which allows the
carts to pass through the switch track hence completing the processing of one cart.
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Figure B.1: BARD Switch Track Splitter Queue Based SOP Ladder Logic Part I.
Figure B.2: BARD Switch Track Splitter Queue Based SOP Ladder Logic Part II.
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Figure B.3: BARD Switch Track Splitter Queue Based SOP Ladder Logic Part III.
Figure B.4: BARD Switch Track Splitter Queue Based SOP Ladder Logic Part IV.
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Figure B.5: BARD Switch Track Splitter Queue + Pass Time Based SOP Ladder Logic Part
I.
Figure B.6: BARD Switch Track Splitter Queue + Pass Time Based SOP Ladder Logic Part
II.
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Figure B.7: BARD Switch Track Splitter Queue + Pass Time Based SOP Ladder Logic Part
III.
Figure B.8: LabVIEW Switch Track Splitter Main Loop 1.
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Figure B.9: LabVIEW Switch Track Splitter Main Loop 2.
Figure B.10: LabVIEW Switch Track Splitter Main Loop 3.
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Figure B.11: LabVIEW Switch Track Splitter Main Loop 3 Alternate Cases.
Figure B.12: LabVIEW Switch Track Splitter Parallel Loop 1.
Figure B.13: LabVIEW Switch Track Splitter Parallel Loop 2.
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Figure B.14: WTG Busy Function Subprogram.
Figure B.15: WTG COMP Function Subprogram.
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Figure B.16: WTG Switch Function Subprogram.
Figure B.17: Check Cart Queue Length Function Subprogram.
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